DON'T LET TRIAL LAWYERS BUY OUR SUPREME COURT.

VOTE JUDGE CRAIN
THE PROVEN CONSERVATIVE
DON'T BE DECEIVED.

Carmouche spends over $750,000 to elect Jeff Hughes to the Supreme Court in 2013.

Carmouche transfers hundreds of thousands of dollars to Citizens Fighting Crime PAC and Republican Judiciary PAC to help Lijieberg.

Trial lawyer John Carmouche spends almost $600,000 to elect Lijieberg.

Carmouche and trial lawyer friends funded 3 of 7 Supreme Court justices.

Why would one law firm want to control the Supreme Court?
"Carmouche's money machine is now deployed in favor of Metairie Judge Hans Liljeberg."

"If Liljeberg ends up as Carmouche's fourth stooge on the seven-member Supreme Court, that's the effective end of the oil and gas industry in this state and all the jobs it carries."

SOURCE: The Hayride, November 4, 2019, Suburban New Orleans Voters Get To Decide The Future Of Louisiana Oil And Gas This Fall, The Hayride, September 4, 2019

Whoever wins the Supreme Court seat vacated by former Justice Greg Guidry ... will almost certainly be opining on some of the state's most expensive and potentially consequential lawsuits. The rulings on those suits could lead to gargantuan payouts ... and rich companies hundreds of millions of dollars.

SOURCE: Fight for control over Louisiana Supreme Court has become increasingly intense: big donations, controversial recruits, high stakes lawsuits, by Andrea Gallo, The Times-Picayune/The Advocate, October 23, 2019
HANS HOAX

- funded by trial lawyers
- funded by bogus PACs
- promotes bogus endorsements
- exposed for being soft on crime
- lacks civil experience
- less judicial opinions than Crain

DON'T LET TRIAL LAWYERS TIP THE SCALES OF JUSTICE
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